
ANNEXURE -A 
DENTIFIED LIST OF SENSITIVE POSTS IN GAZETTED CADRE 

1. ENGINEERING DEPARTMENTT 
NATURE OF DUTIES DIVISION/sUB-DIVISION/ 

WORKSHOP LEVEL/ZRTIn 
zONAL RAILWAY HQ 

Tenders, ontracts, quotations, procurement, purchase or 
stores & sCrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspecton acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities including processing of NS items 

PCE, CAO/cON, CPD/SD, CPD7BW, 

CTE, CBE, CE/TM,CE/TP, CE/CON, 

DYCE/TRACK, DY CE/TP, DY. 

CEFM, DY.CE/BR.LINE, DY. CE/TT, 
DY. CE/CON, PY,CE/CON/WORKS, 

XEN/CON/cONTRACT & 
ARBITRATION, AXEN/CON/WORKS, 

TSO, XEN/CON, AIE, AXEN/WELDIG 

SR.DEN/co, SR. 
DEN/DEN/LUNE, PY. CE/CcON, 

XEN/CON, ADEN/LINE, 
ADEN/SETTLEMENT, 
DEN/ADEN(BRIDGE), ADEN/TM 
OR TT, AXEN/CON, 

SINI WORIKSHOP 
DY.CE/WS, AXEN/WS 
SG FBW PLANT 
XEN/FB, AXEN/FB 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 
including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 
ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 
wharfage, demurrage etc 

CGE, CPDE, CE/W SR.DEN/G, DEN/G, ADEN/G 

Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling
issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

SECY. TO PCE, PS(GAZ) 

etc. 

2. MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 
stores &scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 
acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing, 
checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 
including processing of NS items 

PCME, CWE, CRSE/FR., 
CRSE/CHG.,CME(DSL&DM), 
CME/PLG, CWM/HLZ, DY.CME/FR., 
DY.CME/PLG., DY.CME/W 

SR.DME, SR. DME/D, DME, 

ARM/SRC, DME/SRC, SR.CDO, 
KGP WORKSHOP 
CWM, DY.CME/HLZ, DY. 
CME/CW, DY. CME/PROD, 
DY.CME/D, DY.CME/Ww, 
WM/M&P, 
ZRTI 
PRINCIPAL/STC 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 
including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 
ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 
wharfage, demurrage etc 

Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling 
issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

PCME SR. DME, SR. DME/D, 

CWM/KGPW 
etc. 

3. SIGNAL DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 
stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 
acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing, 
checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 
including processing of NS items 

PCSTE, CCE, 
CSTE(PROJ), 
CSTE/PLANNING, CSE, 
CSTE CON, 

|DY.CSTE/P&D, DY.cSTE, |DSTE/PROJ, 
DY. CSTE/W/HQ, 

DY.CSTE/HQ, 
SSTE/WORKS/SIG, 
ASTE/TM, ASTE/PROJ, 
ASTE/TELE 

SR.DSTE/co,SR.DSTE 
SR.DSTE/SIG, DSTE, 
ADSTE, ASTE, 
DY.CSTE/PROJ, 

ASTE/PROJ, 
DYCSTE/CON, 

DSTE/CON, 
ASTE/CON 



Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 

including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 
ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 
wharfage, demurrage etc 

PCSTE, CCE, 

CSTE(PROJ), 
CSTE/PLANNING, CSE, 

CSTE/CON,
DY.CSTE/P&D, DY.CSTE, 

DY. CSTE/W/HQ, 
DY.CSTE/HQ, 
SSTE/WORKS/SIG, 

ASTE/TM, ASTE/PROJ, 

ASTE/TELE 

SR.DSTE/CO, 
SR.DSTE, 
SR.DSTE/SIG, DSTE, 
ADSTE, ASTE, 
DY.CSTE/PROJ, 

DSTE/PROJ, 
ASTE/PROJ, 
DYCSTE/cON, 
DSTE/CON, 

ASTE/CON 

Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling 
issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 
etc. 

4. STORES DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 
stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 

acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing, 
checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 
including processing of NS items 

SR. DMM, DMM, ADMM, 

DEPOT 
DY.CMM, SMM, AMM, SMPS 

PCMM, CMM, DY.CMM, SMM, 

AMM 

SR. DMM, DMM, AMM 

DEPOT 
DY.CMM, SMM, AMM 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 
including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 
ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 
wharfage, demurrage etc 

PCMM, CMM, DY.CMM, SMM, 
AMM 

SR. DMM, DMM, AMM Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadré controlling 
issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

DEPOT 
DY.CMM, SMM, AMM 

etc. 

5. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 

stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 

acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing, 

checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 

including processing of NS items 

PCMD, MD/CH, CHD, ACMS/ACHDSCMS, ACMS/ACHDs of 
of Admn/Genl, ACMS/ACHD 

(Stores)ACMS/ACHD (H&FW) 
Admn/Genl, ACMS/ACHD 
(Stores), ACMS/ACHD (H&FW) 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 

railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 

including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 

ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 

allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 

arf 

CHD 

demurrage etc 

Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling 

ISSues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 

cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

etc. 

MD/CH, ACMS/ACHDs of 
Admn/Genl, ACMS/ACHM (PME) 

CMS, ACMS/ACHDs of 
Admn/Genl,ACMS/ACHD(PME), 

All doctors nominated for PME 

6. COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 

Stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 

dcceptance, 
measurement and passing of materials, processing, 

cnecking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 

including processing of NS items 

Catering Leasing DY.CCM, SR.DCM 
PCCM 



SR.DCM, ACM{RESERVATION) PCCM, CCMFM), CCO, 
BY.CCM/LAIMS, DY. CCM/FS, 

sCM/ACM(RESERVATION) 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
raiway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas including passenger/ goods related business actvities such as ticketing, reservatlon, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unkoading and claims, 
wharfage, demurrage etc 

SR.DCM Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referra cases, access to confidentlal information, Vigllance actvities 

etc. 

PCCM 

7. ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase or 
stores& scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection 
acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities including processing of NS items 

| PFA, ALL FA&CAOs, 

FA&CAO(CON), DY. 

FA&CAO(S), 
DY.FA&CAO(WORKSHOP), | CHIEF (STATISTICAL& 

BY.FA&CAO (TA), 
PY.FA&CAO/F&B, DY. 
FA&CAO/CON, DY. 

FA&CAO(G), CHIÐEF 
CASHIER, All Senior Scale 

and Junior Posts 

ALL OFFICERS EXCLUDING SR. 
AFA (BBUDGET), SR. 

AFA(BOOKS), SR. EDPM, DY. 

ANALYSIS) OFFICER 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 
including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 
ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 
wharfage, demurrage etc 

ALL OFFICERS EXCLUDING SR. 

AFA (BBUDGET), SR. 

AFA(BOOKS), SR. EDPM, DY. 

CHIEF (STATISTICAL & 

ANALYSIS) OFFICER 

NDIAA 
Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre cotrolling 
issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

ALL OFFICERS EXCLUDING SR. 

AFA (BBUDGET), SR. 

AFA(BOOKS), SR. EDPM, DY. 
etc. 

CHIEF (STATISTICAL& 

ANALYSIS) OFFICER 

8. ELECTRICAL DEPARTIMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 
stores& scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 
acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing, 
checking, passing of bils, payments and variation of quantities 
including processing of NS items 

PCEE, PCEE/CON, CEGE, CEDE, 
CETE, CELE, DIRECTOR/CETC, 
CEE/CON,PYCESE, SECY TO 
PCEE,DY CEE/OP, DY.CEE/LOCO, 
ADEE/6, AEE/CON 

SR.DEE/TRD, DEE/TRD, 
AEE/TRD, SR. DEE/OP, DEE/OP 
AEE/OP, SR. DEE/TRS,DEE/TRS, 
ADEE/TRS, SR.DEE/6, DEE/6, 
AEE/G 
KGP WORKSHOP 
DY.CEE/W/KGPWS, 
DY.CEE/ERS/POH/KGPWs, 
AEE/G/KGPWS, 
AEE/CARR/kGPWS, AEE/ERS 
POH/KGP, 
ADEE/TRS/MEMU/KGP, 
DEE/MEMU/KGP 
DY.CEE/CON, DEE/CON, 
AEE/CON, AEE/RE/COORD, 
PRINCIPAL/ELTC/TATA, 
DEE/CTRC/TATA, 
ADEE/CTRC/TATA, 



Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas including passenger/ goods related business actvitles such as ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, wharfage, demurrage etc 

PCEE Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controling issues, medical d�categorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidentlal information, vigilance actvitles 

etc 

9.PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 
stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quatities including processing of NS items 

PCPO, CPOUADMN), CPOIR), 
DY.CPO(HQ), CHAIRMÁN/RRC, 
spoUHO), APo{coORD), APO(RECT) KHARAGPUR WORKSHOP 

SR.DPODPO, APO, 
/APO(STORES), APO(BILLS) 
WPO, APOw, APO/G 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas including passenger/ goods related business activities such as ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, wharfage, demurrage etc 

PCPO, CPO(ADMN), CPO(IR), 
/DY.CPO(GAZ), DY.CPO(HQ), 

SPO(CON),CHAIRMAN/RRC, 
SPO/HQ,SPO(M&EL), 
APO(COORD), APO(RECT), 

APO(HQ), PS{GAZ), APO(COURT)/ 

SR.DPO, DPO(/C),DPO, APO, 
APO(STORES) 
KHARAGPUR WORKSHOP 

fWPO, APo(w), APO(G) 

Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities etc. 

10. OPERATING DEPARTMENT 

Tenders, ontracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of stores& scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing checking, passing of bills, payments andvariation of quantities including processing of NS items 

PRINCIPAL/ZRTI/SINI 

Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 
including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 
ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, wharfage, demurrage etc 

PCOM, CFTM, CTPM SR. DOM 

Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

PCOM, CTPM 

etc. 

11. SECURITY DEPARTMENT 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 
stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 
acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing, 
checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 
including processing of NS items 

VécsC[iG), CSC(DIG), DY. CSC, so TO SR.DSC, DSC, ASC,PCSC, 



SR.DSC, DSC, ASC 

PCSC(IG), 
cSc(DIG), 

DY. CSC, 

ASC/CRIME, ASC 
Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 

railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 

including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 

ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 

allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 

wharfage, demurrage ett 

SR.DSC, DSC, ASC 

PCSC(IG), cSC[DIG), SO TO PCSC, 

ASC/INTELLIGENCE 

Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling 

issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 

cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

etc. 

12. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
DRM, ADRM 

GM, AGM, CPRO, DGMG) 
Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 

stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection, 
acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing, 
checking passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 

including processing of NS items 
Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass contact areas 
including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 
ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 

wharfage, demurrage etc 
Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling 
issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 
cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

DRM, ADRM GM, AGM, CPRO, DGM(G) 

GM, AGM, CPRO, DGMG), SECY To 
GM, SECY TO AGM 

DRM, ADRM 

etc. 

13. VIGILANCE 

Tenders, Contracts, quotations, procurement, purchase of 

stores & scrap disposal, Execution of contracts, inspection 
acceptance, measurement and passing of materials, processing 
checking, passing of bills, payments and variation of quantities 

including processing of NS items 
Approval of vendors, approval of land licensing, way leave, 
railway sidings etc, Public interface and Mass.contact areas 

including passenger/ goods related business activities such as 

ticketing, reservation, parcels, goods booking, Dealing with rake 
allotment, wagon management, loading/unloading and claims, 

wharfage, demurrage etc 
Recruitment, Selection, transfer, posting and cadre controlling 

issues, medical decategorisation, PME and dealing of referral 

cases, access to confidential information, Vigilance activities 

ALL OFFICERS 

(SDGM, CVO, DYCVOs, VOs) 

ALL OFFICERS 

(SDGM, CVo, DYCVOs, Vos) 

etc. 

14. ALL DEPARTMENTS (SR. SCALE &ABOVE 

SECRETARY/PS TO ALL PHODs/CHODS 

20 2026 


